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Noninvasive testing techniques are often used for fetal diagnosis of genetic abnormalities but are limited
by certain characteristics, including noninformative results. Thus, novelmethods of noninvasive definitive
diagnosis of fetal genetic abnormalities are needed. The aim of this study was to develop a single-cell DNA
analysis method with high sensitivity and specificity that enables direct extraction of genetic information
from live fetal cells in a crude mixture for simultaneous evaluation. Genomic DNA from circulating fetal
CD45�CD14� cells, an extremely rare cell type, extracted from 10-mL samples of maternal peripheral
blood, was extracted using a single-cellebased droplet digital (sc-dd) PCR system with a modified amount
of polymerase. A hexachloro-6-carboxyfluoresceinelabeled RPP30 probe was used as an internal control
and a 6-carboxyfluoresceinelabeled SRY probe as a target. The results indicated that no droplets
generated with samples from pregnant women carrying female fetuses were positive for both probe sig-
nals, whereas droplets prepared with samples from pregnant women carrying male fetuses were positive
for both probe signals. The latter was considered a direct assessment of genetic information from single
circulating male fetal cells. Thus, the modified sc-ddPCR system allows the detection of genetic infor-
mation from rare target cells in a crudely purified cell population. This research also serves as a proof of
concept for noninvasive prenatal definitive diagnosis. (J Mol Diagn 2020, 22: 132e140; https://doi.org/
10.1016/j.jmoldx.2019.10.006)
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Prenatal genetic testing using circulating cell-free DNA is one
of the most successful genetic screening tools. Since circu-
lating cell-free DNA, which reflects genetic information of
placental villi, has been proved to exist in maternal peripheral
blood,1e3 methods of assessing fetal genetic information
noninvasively have become increasingly widespread in lab-
oratory medicine. Currently, the noninvasive prenatal test is
clinically applied for assessing fetal aneuploidies with high
sensitivity and specificity.4 However, cases in which the
noninvasive prenatal test results are discordant with the fetal
genetic information have been reported.5e7

The presence of fetal cells in maternal blood circulation
was reported before the discovery of circulating cell-free
DNA in maternal peripheral blood.8,9 Therefore, many re-
searchers have investigated the purification of these circu-
lating fetal cells using various methods.8e17 However,
stigative Pathology and the Association for M
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circulating fetal cells among maternal nucleated blood cells
are extremely rare, two to six fetal cells in 1 mL of maternal
blood.18 Therefore, most methods require cell fixation or cell
staining to purify a high concentration of fetal cells. More-
over, a multicenter phase II trial concluded that it was difficult
to clinically apply circulating fetal cells for detecting fetal
genomic information because of the high false-positive rates
in confirming circulating fetal cells which were isolated by
fluorescence-activated cell sorting and magnetic-activated
cell sorting (MACS) from maternal blood samples.19
olecular Pathology. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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Novel Fetal Single-Cell DNA Analysis
We previously reported on a single-cellebased droplet
digital (sc-dd) PCR system that analyzes single-cell DNA
without whole-genome amplification, cell fixation, or cell
staining.20 With this sc-ddPCR system, numerous cells are
simultaneously separated and analyzed by encapsulation in
a droplet that contains digital PCR reagents. In this previous
study, we successfully analyzed single-cell genomic DNA
from cultured cells and nucleated blood cells that were
highly purified using fluorescence-activated cell sorting.20

However, sc-ddPCR has not been applied to cruder cell
suspensions because the impurities therein decrease the re-
action efficiency of multiplex PCR or increase the fragility
of each droplet.

In the current study, this sc-ddPCR system was modified
to enable the assessment of single-cellelevel genomic DNA
with higher sensitivity. To clearly confirm the sensitivity of
this modified sc-ddPCR system, the genomic DNA of
circulating male fetal cells was detected in a crudely sorted
cell suspension derived from peripheral blood samples from
mothers with male fetuses at the single-cell level. This study
serves as a proof of concept for noninvasive prenatal diag-
nosis using circulating fetal cells without any strict cell
purification.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement

This research was approved by the institutional review
boards of the National Center Institute for Child Health and
Development (Tokyo, Japan; IRB number 699) and the Jikei
University School of Medicine [IRB number 27-059 (7944);
Tokyo, Japan]. Detailed cytogenetic and molecular genetic
analyses were performed with written informed consent
from both parents.

Sampling and Extraction of Nucleated Blood Cells

A total of 32 pregnant women without any obstetrical
complications or abnormalities and malformations as
determined by fetal ultrasonography at 20 weeks of gesta-
tion were recruited. A 10-mL sample of peripheral blood
was obtained from each pregnant woman using blood-
collection tubes containing EDTA-2K. These blood samples
were diluted threefold using 1� phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS). Diluted blood samples were overlaid onto 3 mL of
Percoll solution (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA) with 1.119
g/mL (520 mOsm/L) density and centrifuged at 400 � g for
30 minutes at room temperature to eliminate non-nucleated
erythrocytes.21 The buffy coat on the Percoll solution layer
was collected and resuspended with 1� PBS with 0.1%
bovine serum albumin after filtering through a 0.35-mm
membrane filter. This cell suspension was centrifuged at
400 � g for 5 minutes at room temperature. To completely
remove non-nucleated red blood cells, the washed cells were
resuspended with 4 mL of BD Pharm Lyse lysing buffer
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
(BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and incubated for 15 mi-
nutes at room temperature. After centrifugation at 400 � g
for 5 minutes, the nucleated blood cells were washed twice
with autoMACS Running Buffer (Miltenyi Biotech GmbH,
Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) and finally resuspended with
80 mL of autoMACS Running Buffer.

MACS

The washed nucleated blood cells were mixed with 10
mL each of CD45 microbeads and CD14 microbeads (Mil-
tenyi Biotech) and incubated for 15 minutes at 4�C. After
adding 900 mL of autoMACS Running Buffer, the cell
suspension was centrifuged at 300 � g for 10 minutes at
4�C to remove the extra microbeads. The cells were resus-
pended in 500 mL of autoMACS Running Buffer and
dropped into the LD column (Miltenyi Biotech) in the
magnetic field to manually perform MACS. Finally, the
CD45eCD14e cell fraction was collected, white blood cells
and large cells were removed to align the cell size, and cells
were washed twice using 1� PBS.

Confirmation of the Cell Population after MACS

Cells sorted by MACS were resuspended in 100 mL of 1�
PBS and adhered to Shiran-coated slides (Muto Pure Chem-
icals, Tokyo, Japan) by centrifugation for 5 minutes at 800
rpm using the Cytospin 3 cytocentrifuge (Thermo Fisher
Scientific/Shandon Scientific). After rapid air-drying, cells
were stainedwithMay-GrünwaldGiemsa reagent (Muto Pure
Chemicals) for 5 minutes at room temperature. After washing
with 1/150 mol/L phosphate buffer (pHZ 6.4) for 2 minutes,
cells were stained with 1:20 diluted Giemsa reagent (Muto
Pure Chemicals) for 30 minutes at room temperature. After
another wash in running tap water and rapid air-drying, the
cells were covered with a Micro Cover Glass
(18 mm� 18 mm;Matsunami Glass USA, Bellingham,WA)
using a drop of Mount Quick mounting solution (Daido
Sangyo, Tokyo, Japan). The stained cellswere observed using
the Axio Imager 2 fluorescence microscope system (Carl
Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany).

sc-ddPCR

sc-ddPCR was performed according to a previously
described method (Figure 1).20 For a reference signal, a
hexachloro-6-carboxyfluoresceinelabeled RPP30 probe and
primer set was used, which was the same as that used in the
original method,20 and for target, 1 mL of TaqMan Copy
Number Assay (catalog number Hs01026408_cn; Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used, which contained
a 6-carboxyfluoresceinelabeled SRY probe and primer set.
One unit per well of the KAPA2G Robust HotStart DNA
polymerase (KAPA Biosystems, Wobum, MA) in the
modified sc-ddPCR system, whereas we added 4 units per
well of the KAPA2G Robust HotStart DNA polymerase in
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Figure 1 Single-cellebased droplet digital (sc-dd) PCR system. A: Schema of our sc-ddPCR system, which was adapted from Igarashi et al (2017).20 Using
the QX200 ddPCR system, each cell is simply encapsulated in one droplet. Up to 3000 cells per well can be individually encapsulated. Subsequently, cell lysis
and PCR with probes and primers are performed in each droplet. Last, by quantifying the fluorescent droplets, single-cell genomic DNA can be assessed. B:
Confirmation of single-cell encapsulation after generating droplets with a human B-cell line22 using our modified sc-ddPCR system. Left, in bright field; right,
with a Hoechst filter. C: Two-dimensional plot of signal amplitude of SRY and RPP30 probes in each droplet detected using our modified sc-ddPCR system. Left,
signal amplitude of probes with 1� phosphate-buffered saline as a blank control. Middle, signal amplitude of probes with a human female B-cell line
(HEV0230) as a negative control.22 Right, signal amplitude of probes with a human male B-cell line (HEV0057) as a positive control.22 Original magnification:
�400 (B).

Sato et al
the original sc-ddPCR system.20 To generate PCR mix
containing additional DNA polymerase and the TaqMan
primers and probe sufficient for 20 mL reactions in each
well, the volume of the cell suspension was adjusted using
1� PBS. For each maternal blood sample, we used 93 wells
to analyze all of the cells after performing MACS. In
addition, 3 control wells were prepared for the determina-
tion of the thresholds of both probe signals: a positive-
control well with the human Japanese male B-cell line
HEV0057,22 a negative-control well with the human Japa-
nese female B-cell line HEV0230,22 and a blank-control
well with only 1� PBS. To minimize the effect of de-
tergents on the cells and TaqMan probe in each droplet, we
generated droplets for 24 wells at a time using the QX200
Droplet Generator (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) just after mix-
ing all of the reagents with the cell suspension.20 After the
generation of droplets, we performed PCR and subsequently
analyzed the signal of each droplet using the QX200 Droplet
Reader (Bio-Rad). The number of generating droplets were
analyzed with the t-test in statistical software package
134
R version 3.5.2 (https://www.r-project.org). Two-
dimensional plots, boxplots, and a bar plot in this study
were generated with the R package ggplot2.

Confirmation of Single-Cell Encapsulation in Each
Droplet

To confirm single-cell encapsulation in the modified sc-
ddPCR system, droplets were generated with human B-cell
lines (HEV190 and HEV230)22 and 10 mg of Hoechst 33528
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Immediately thereafter,
droplets were observed using the Axio Imager 2 fluores-
cence microscope system (Carl Zeiss Microscopy).

DNA Extraction from Cell Suspensions or Umbilical Cord
Blood Samples

DNA was extracted from each of the cell suspensions or
umbilical cord blood samples using the QIAamp DNA
Blood Midi Kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) or DNA
jmd.amjpathol.org - The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
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Table 1 Detailed Results for the Single-CelleBased Droplet Digital PCR Analyses, Which Were Performed with Different Amounts of DNA
Polymerase with a Human Male B-Cell Line (HEV0057)

Enzyme amount
Total inputted
male cell count

SRYþRPP30þ

droplets
SRYþRPP30�

droplets
SRY�RPP30þ

droplets
SRY�RPP30�

droplets
Total
droplets

Original system (4 units per well) 5682 607 122 328 27,931 28,988
Modified system (1 unit per well) 5682 1330 117 184 37,435 39,066

Novel Fetal Single-Cell DNA Analysis
Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s
protocol. The concentration of extracted DNA was
measured using the Qubit 2.0 fluorometer (Invitrogen Life
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA).

Genetic Confirmation of Circulating Male Fetal Cells in
the CD45eCD14e Cell Fraction

Because the presence of circulating fetal cells is extremely
rare, we extracted genomic DNA from the CD45eCD14e

cell fraction and detected the presence of the SRY gene using
ddPCR. The genomic DNA, which was diluted to below 10
ng per well with 1� PBS, was mixed with 10 mL of ddPCR
Supermix for Probes (No dUTP) (Bio-Rad), 1 mL of Taq-
Man Copy Number Assay (catalog number
Hs01026408_cn; Thermo Fisher Scientific), and the same
RPP30 probe and primer set used in the sc-ddPCR system20

(250 nmol/L of the probe and 750 nmol/L of each primer) in
a 20-mL volume of PCR mix per well. Droplets were
Figure 2 Modification of the single-cellebased droplet digital (sc-dd) PCR sy
performed with different amounts of DNA polymerase using a human male B-cell li
of signal amplitude of SRY and RPP30 probes in each droplet using 4 units per well
according to the original sc-ddPCR system (A) and 1 unit per well of KAPA2G Robu
plots show the merged results of 3 wells with each sc-ddPCR system. Detailed res
thresholds for amplification of SRY and RPP30, which were determined using c
generated from 1 well according to enzyme amount. Left, the number of droplets
wells; 4 units per well, 67 wells). Right, the number of droplets per well generate
(1 unit per well, 17 wells; 4 units per well, 30 wells). ***P < 0.001.
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generated with 75 mL of Droplet Generation Oil for Probes
(Bio-Rad) using the QX200 Droplet Generator (Bio-Rad).
PCR was performed using the following thermocycling
parameters: 10 minutes at 95�C to activate the enzyme in the
ddPCR Supermix for Probes (No dUTP), followed by 39
cycles of 30 seconds at 94�C and 1 minute at 60�C.

PCR of the SRY Gene

To confirm the sex of the fetuses, we evaluated the pres-
ence of the SRY gene in the genomic DNA extracted from
each umbilical cord blood sample using real-time PCR.
Real-time PCR was performed with 10 mL of Genotyping
Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the same probe
and primer sets used in sc-ddPCR in a 20-mL volume of
PCR mix per well. PCR was performed using the following
thermocycling parameters: 10 minutes at 95�C to activate
the enzyme in the Genotyping Master Mix, followed by 40
cycles of 15 seconds at 96�C and 1 minute at 60�C.
stem for the detection of rare cells with a higher sensitivity. sc-ddPCR was
ne (HEV0057) in every 3 wells as a control. A and B: Two-dimensional plots
of KAPA2G Robust HotStart DNA (KAPA Biosystems, Wobum, MA) polymerase
st HotStart DNA polymerase as in the modified sc-ddPCR system (B). These
ults of these sc-ddPCR findings are shown in Table 1. The bold lines show
ontrol samples. C: Boxplots showing the assessment of droplet numbers
per well generated with 1� phosphate-buffered saline (1 unit per well, 93
d with the CD45eCD14e cell fraction of maternal peripheral blood samples
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Figure 3 Extraction of CD45eCD14e cells from maternal peripheral
blood using the magnetic-activated cell sorting protocol. A: The
CD45eCD14e cell population in 10 mL of maternal peripheral blood stained
with May-Grünwald Giemsa (�400 in bright field). Nucleated red blood cells
were mixed with plasmacytes, immature neutrocytes, and highly concen-
trated platelets. B: Copy number analysis using the droplet digital PCR to
genetically confirm the presence of fetal cells in the CD45eCD14e cell
fraction extracted from peripheral blood from mothers with male fetuses
(number 16 in Table 2).

Sato et al
Results

Modification of sc-ddPCR for Higher Sensitivity

To assess the single-cell genomic DNA of extremely rare
cells in crude cell suspensions, we required a more sensitive
sc-ddPCR system than the original system owing to the
contamination in each droplet.20 We reduced the KAPA2G
Robust HotStart DNA polymerase added to sc-ddPCR to 1
unit per well. In the sc-ddPCR examination using the human
male B-cell line, the modification reduced the number of
droplets with signal corresponding to either RPP30 or SRY,
whereas the number of droplets with both signals was
increased approximately twofold (Table 1 and Figure 2, A
136
and B). The number of SRYþRPP30þ droplets was
increased by approximately 10% using the modified sc-
ddPCR system compared with the conventional sc-ddPCR
system. In addition, the number of generated droplets was
increased (Table 1). These results showed that this modifi-
cation improved the multiplex PCR efficiency in each
droplet and that the enzyme reduction contributed to a
higher sensitivity of the system. The intensities of both
signals tended to be lower with the modified sc-ddPCR
system, implying that cruder cell-suspension samples
could be analyzed while maintaining the high sensitivity and
specificity. This sc-ddPCR system successfully assessed
each cell in the CD45eCD14e fraction of the peripheral
blood samples from a male adult. Furthermore, similar to the
cell-line examination, more analyzable droplets were ob-
tained from the crudely sorted samples using this modified
system (Table 1 and Figure 2C).

Crude Purification of Extremely Rare Cells in Circulation

To verify the high sensitivity of our modified sc-ddPCR
system under crude conditions, we investigated the single-
cell genomic DNA of circulating fetal cells, which have
been reported to be not only extremely rare in maternal
blood circulation but also fragile.18,23 Therefore, we
collected the CD45eCD14e cell fraction from maternal
peripheral blood samples by manual MACS. Approximately
99% of nucleated blood cells were removed with our
method, yielding relatively uniformly sized cells. In this
fraction, nucleated red blood cells, which are one typical
type of fetal cells in maternal blood circulation, along with
plasmacytes, immature neutrocytes, and highly concentrated
platelets, were detected histologically with May-Grünwald
Giemsa staining (Figure 3A). Furthermore, the genomic
DNA that was extracted from CD45eCD14e cells in a
maternal peripheral blood sample corresponding to a male
fetus was genetically confirmed to contain a few copies of
the SRY gene (Figure 3B and Table 2). We therefore
determined that our purification method was effective for
the isolation of the cell fraction containing circulating fetal
cells. However, the CD45eCD14e fraction, which was
extracted from 10 mL of maternal peripheral blood, con-
tained 1.89 � 1.20 � 105 cells, which mainly consisted of
concentrated platelets (Table 2). To simultaneously analyze
numerous crudely separated cells, we modified the sc-
ddPCR system to include 93 experimental wells and 3
control wells. As a result, adequate signals of both genes
were obtained from each acceptable droplet with the
modified sc-ddPCR system.

Detection of Single-Cell Genomic DNA from Extremely
Rare Circulating Cells

Finally, we analyzed 13 maternal peripheral blood samples
with the modified sc-ddPCR system (Table 3). The total
number of acceptable droplets in each sample was
jmd.amjpathol.org - The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
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Table 2 Cell Counts at Every Step of Cell Purification from 10-mL Maternal Peripheral Blood Samples Using Magnetic-Activated Cell Sorting.

Sample no.
Maternal age,
years

Fetal sex on
ultrasonography

Gestational age,
weeks Gravida Parity

Total PBMCs in 10 mL
of peripheral blood
(� 105 cells)

CD45�CD14� cells
in 10 mL of peripheral
blood (� 105 cells)

1 27 Male 21.86 2 1 140 4.00
2 35 Male 26.43 2 1 192 0.28
3 34 Male 33.14 2 0 141 0.66
4 34 Male 26.14 2 1 118 0.89
5 36 Male 34.29 1 0 144 1.09
6 38 Male 27.86 2 1 130 1.12
7 35 Male 33.86 2 1 123 2.56
8 32 Female 34.29 1 0 128 1.11
9 35 Male 33.00 1 0 244 1.62
10 34 Male 33.57 2 0 322 4.58
11 36 Male 26.00 1 0 202 2.40
12 38 Male 34.86 1 0 206 1.96
13 42 Male 26.29 2 0 92 2.10
14 28 Female 34.86 1 0 178 0.81
15 37 Female 26.00 3 2 99 3.46
16 26 Male 26.71 1 0 106 1.11
17 35 Female 27.43 2 1 194 3.12
18 41 Male 35.86 2 1 188 0.96
19 28 Male 27.14 1 0 155 0.68
N Z 19, mean � SD 34.26 � 4.43 29.98 � 4.31 163 � 57 1.89 � 1.20

PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear cell.

Novel Fetal Single-Cell DNA Analysis
1,323,936 � 162,814. No RPP30þSRYþ droplets were
detected in any of the 10 maternal peripheral blood samples
corresponding to female fetuses (Figure 4A). On the other
hand, RPP30þSRYþ droplets were detected in the three
samples associated with male fetuses (Figure 4B). These
droplets were considered to reflect the genomic information
of male fetal cells in maternal blood circulation.

Discussion

Various types of single-cell analysis systems with high ef-
ficiency and precise reproducibility have been developed
owing to improvements in microfluidics, enabling nanoliter-
level reactions that provide genomic information from an
extremely small volume of a targeted sample. In particular,
these systems have dramatically improved single-cell RNA
sequencing for various research applications, enabling the
determination of gene expression status in each analyzable
cell.24e27 These investigations have provided insight into
cell-development processes that cannot be obtained through
bulk-cell analyses in which gene expression is aver-
aged.27,28 However, there are only two copies of genomic
DNA in each cell. Therefore, single-cell DNA research with
these systems has been limited. To increase the amount of
DNA, several systems have applied whole-genome ampli-
fication steps, which result in biased amplification of
genomic regions.28,29 The sc-ddPCR system is able to
directly extract targeted genomic DNA from each analyz-
able cell without whole-genome amplification. Moreover,
single-cell analysis systems, including our sc-ddPCR
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
system, can assess numerous cells simultaneously, although
there are differences in the simultaneously adaptable or
analyzable cell numbers in each system. The current sc-
ddPCR system is advantageous in this respect compared
with other systems; it can simultaneously analyze up to
3000 cells per well in droplet form, and 20% to 30% of all
adapted cells can be individually analyzed.23 Moreover, our
modification of the system for use with cruder cell sus-
pensions did not compromise the high sensitivity and
analyzable cell rate. The results demonstrated that this sc-
ddPCR system can be adapted for other biological sam-
ples that contain various impurities and can analyze single-
cell genomic DNA from rare cells in such samples.

Using our modified sc-ddPCR system with high sensi-
tivity, extremely rare male fetal cells were detected in the
maternal blood samples corresponding to male fetuses.
However, RPP30þSRYþ droplets were not detected among a
total of 13,282,387 droplets that were generated from 10
maternal blood samples associated with female fetuses,
revealing that our modified sc-ddPCR system had not only
high sensitivity but also high specificity. This high speci-
ficity supports the reliability of RPP30þSRYþ droplets as a
representation of genomic DNA from circulating fetal cells.
To verify that circulating fetal cells could be genetically
assessed using our sc-ddPCR system, we selected the SRY
gene as a target. Our results demonstrated that other target
genes can be assessed using the sc-ddPCR system.
Furthermore, not only copy numbers but also single-
nucleotide alterations may be technically assessed at a
single-cell level with this sc-ddPCR system.
137
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Table 3 Summary of the Genetic Assessment of Circulating Fetal Cells from 10-mL Maternal Peripheral Blood Samples Using Our Modified
Single-CelleBased Droplet Digital PCR System

Sample no.
Maternal age,
years

Gestational age
at blood
sampling,
weeks

Fetal sex on
ultrasonography Gravida Parity

Total droplet
counts

SRYþRPP30þ

droplet

Neonatal
external
genital

Neonatal SRY
confirmation

20 36 32.57 Female 2 1 1,208,023 � Female No sample
21 31 26.57 Female 1 0 1,073,928 � Female �
22 39 26.29 Female 2 1 1,421,886 � Female �
23 32 23.14 Female 2 1 1,003,626 � Female No sample
24 31 28.57 Male 1 0 1,310,491 þ Male þ
25 30 28.71 Female 4 1 1,387,290 � Female �
26 42 28.14 Male 1 0 1,259,037 þ Male þ
27 36 28.00 Male 1 0 1,359,254 þ Male þ
28 40 36.29 Female 1 0 1,276,941 � Female �
29 39 34.29 Female 2 0 1,555,454 � Female �
30 38 24.14 Female 2 1 1,458,197 � Female �
31 40 25.14 Female 3 1 1,360,665 � Female �
32 40 33.14 Female 1 0 1,536,377 � Female �
N Z 13,
mean � SD

36.5 � 4.1 28.85 � 4.07 1,323,936 �
162,814

Sato et al
Our modification of the sc-ddPCR system enabled the
assessment of rare circulating fetal cells in the peripheral
blood samples of pregnant women carrying male fetuses.
However, the observation of more RPP30þSRYþ droplets in
each sample was expected because two to six circulating
fetal cells had been contained in 1 mL of maternal blood.18

Novel detergents or oils for droplet preparation are needed
to increase the number of analyzable cells and improve the
sensitivity and specificity of this sc-ddPCR system. In this
study, we collected the CD45eCD14e cell fraction from
peripheral blood samples from pregnant women in the
second or third trimester by manual MACS, yielding rela-
tively uniformly sized cells containing a few circulating
fetal cells for application in our microfluidic system. To
apply this modified sc-ddPCR system to earlier stages of
pregnancy, the abundance of circulating fetal cells in the
Figure 4 Determination of RPP30þSRYþ cells in maternal peripheral blood
system. A and B: Representative two-dimensional plots of signal amplitude of SRY
sample corresponding to (A) a female fetus (number 22 in Table 3) and (B) a
amplification of SRY and RPP30, which were determined using control samples.

138
purified cell fraction must be increased via improvement of
the purification step. However, it needs to be recognized for
the further improvement of the purification step that there
had been cases with remaining fetal white blood cells in the
maternal body for years.30,31 Nonetheless, the analyzable
genomic information was limited to only two genomic re-
gions because of technical limitations of signal reading in
each droplet. Simultaneous reading of more fluorochrome
signals in each droplet while maintaining high sensitivity
and specificity may allow the implementation of this sc-
ddPCR system in applied research.
In this research, we demonstrated that the modified sc-

ddPCR system was able to effectively assess the genomic
DNA of each targeted cell in a crudely sorted biological
sample. To our knowledge, this system is unprecedented in
that the DNA of numerous individual live cells can be
samples using the modified single-cellebased droplet digital (sc-dd) PCR
and RPP30 probes in each droplet prepared from a maternal peripheral blood
male fetus (number 24 in Table 3). The bold lines show thresholds for

jmd.amjpathol.org - The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
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Novel Fetal Single-Cell DNA Analysis
simply analyzed with high sensitivity and specificity
without any whole-genome amplification, cell-fixation, and
cell-staining steps. Moreover, this study serves as a proof of
concept for noninvasive prenatal definitive diagnosis with
extremely rare circulating fetal cells using our modified sc-
ddPCR system. In the future, by optimizing cell sorting and
encapsulation as well as generating a more effective PCR
environment in each droplet, this modified sc-ddPCR sys-
tem may be a breakthrough analysis method that can be
applied to various research realms, and possibly to clinical
diagnostic testing.
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